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Abstract: Manhattan world are referred to manmade structures with planar surfaces 

in a scene. In many applications such as robot navigation or mapping is vital to have 

a 3d perception of such environments. In this thesis a novel methodology is 

presented to perceive slant surfaces implementing 3D point clouds.  

Using an enhanced Ncut clustering technique, the point cloud is classified into a 

number of clusters. Normally in a Manhattan scene one or more of such clusters 

have a planar nature. To automatically perceive the existents of such plane a series 

of algorithms is implemented which are consist of ; LS fitting, pruning and RANSAC.   

Experiments were carried out in MATLAB for both simulated data and real world 

data. 5 scenes were simulated with 10 noise level in a way that they would resemble 

the real world data. In addition, Prime Scene sensor was used to collect data from 5 

different scenes. In total, the algorithm was tested on 100 point clouds. According to 

the obtained results, the proposed methodolgy was able to successfully extract 

planar surfaces in each scene.  

The performance of the enhanced Ncut algorithm is compared with previous 

methods of K-means and the original Ncut where each of them separately used in the 

methodology. The results confirmed significant improvement of the enhanced Ncut 

over the original Ncut and K-means method. 

Also our finding has already been published as a conference paper and it has been 

submitted for a journal publication. These can be seen as good indicators for novelty 

of the methodology. 

   

Keywords: Plane Extraction, 3D mapping, Point Cloud, Normalized Cut, 

Clustering, RANSAC,  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

Creating 3d model of the real scenes has wide range of applications in virtual reality, video 

conferencing, manufacturing, medical visualization, Robot navigation and etc.  

In manmade structures, the scene represents a world which is piecewise-axis-aligned-planar. 

This is a so-called Manhattan-world where we assume that all surfaces in the world are aligned 

with three dominant directions, typically corresponding to the X, Y, and Z axis. Assume the 

scene is captured by a sequence of images where one moves in the scene. We can expect to 

retrieve 3D points from motion in the sequence of our captured images. By applying computer 

vision techniques and using the motion in the sequence of the captured images, it is possible to 

compute the depth of the pixels in these images. By obtaining the depth map of every pixel in the 

scene, it is possible to reconstruct 3D points containing the information on x, y, z position of the 

points in the real world with respect to a reference coordinate system. A mass of these 

reconstructed 3D points seen as an ensemble is referred to as a Point cloud. Using Sequential 

images is not the only way to get the depth map of a scene. This information can also be 

concluded from set of stereo images, laser scanning, infrared cameras or other methods.  

 
Figure 1.1.point cloud collected by Prime Scene sensor. 

A point cloud is shown in the figure 1.1. It is easy for human eye to recognize the planes and 

their orientations in the figure. The question is; how can we make the computers to see what we 

see? At this stage for a computer, the data is quite raw and no interpretation of the data can be 
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made; i.e. the object positions or planes perception in particular, are unknown to a computer. The 

scene needs to be understand or in another words perceived by a computer or a machine. 

During this thesis we will aim to detect special type of surfaces (slant) from a set of 3D point 

clouds. By modeling the data (3D points) as slant surfaces which are restricted to be in a 

Manhattan-world we will be able to reconstruct the scene. 

 

1.1 Related work 

There are number of computer vision techniques that attempt to estimate the planar surfaces of a 

scene.  

One approach for scene reconstruction is stereo video sequence. D.min [1] and F.Huguet et al [2] 

present methods to recover parameters of 3d motion flow in sequence of stereo images. They 

define an energy model which is later used to estimate corresponding points between the left and 

right images in the stereo image system. The resulting disparity is converted to a 3d motion flow 

system.in order to achieve a smooth disparity an energy minimization problem is introduced to 

regularize disparity boundaries.  [3], [4], [5] also take a similar approach  to formulate the 

structure estimation as energy minimization problem On the other hand, some approaches to 

structure reconstruction are based on segmentation [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. In these methods 

the scene is presented by planar patches recovered by RANSAC or least square fitting. In the 

research presented in [8], the scene is scanned by laser and respective point cloud is made. 

Having no information about the position of each point, Histogram of oriented gradients is used 

to determine the orientation of points with respect to each other. Schuster in [9] presents a 

method where the point cloud is segmented into three categories; isolated points, curvature and 

planar surfaces. A voting system known as tenser voting is used to estimate the likelihood of 

each point belonging to the fore mentioned categories. Wang proposes a split and merge method 

[10]. According to his method, the point cloud is split into sub-nodes consisting of small number 

of points. Using least square estimation a plane is fit to each sub-nodes. Neighboring sub-nodes 

having the same planar attribution are merged to form a bigger plane.  This process continues 

until no more sub-nodes are merged and classification is made.  

Researchers have addressed the problem of planar extraction from depth information either in 3D 

pointcloud [12], [13], [14], [15] or range image [16], [17].  

Venable and Uijit de Haag [14], proposed a method for planar surface extraction for SR-3000 

Swiss ranger imaging camera. The method divides the range image into sub-images. Then it tries 

to fit a plane to the 3D points belonging to each image. The plane with the least square error is 

chosen as the candidate planar surface. A histogram of distances from every point in the data set 

to that surface is calculated and points lying close to d=0 (zero distance) are chosen as points 

belonging to that surface.  
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Stamos and Allen’s method [15] recognizes planar surfaces from 3D range data by dividing the 

dataset into      patches and merging the sections based on planar fitting methods. A patch is 

recognized as planar if the PFE (Plane Fitting Error) is blow a certain threshold. Based on the 

orientation and distance, the two adjacent planar patches can be joined as one.  

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to detect the position and orientation of planar planes in the scene. 

In other words, by using the proposed methodology it is possible to recover the equation and 

position of each plane. 

1.3 Contributions  

Having in mind that planar surfaces are the most common ingredients in the manmade structures, 

a novel methodology is proposed to extract planar surfaces from the 3D environment. Surfaces 

are extracted from the point cloud by its separation into clusters using an enhanced Normalized 

Cuts where the association function of the related method [9] is improved. The Normalized Cut 

is based on graph partitioning. It is robust and widely used in computer vision applications [10], 

[11]. Having clusters, planar property of each cluster is examined and each cluster is labeled 

planar or non-planar where the non-planar clusters are dismissed from the rest of the plane 

extraction process. For the planar clusters, a pruning step is considered in order to remove the 

isolated points i.e. scattered noise. For the next step, RANSAC is applied iteratively on each 

planar cluster to extract the planes. Figure 1.2 illustrates these steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.2 main steps of the proposed algorithm 

1.4 Outline 

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the materials used for this thesis. 

Necessary background knowledge in computer vision and statistics are covered in Chapter 3 and 

Point cloud 

Classification 

Planarity Estimation of each cluster 

Isolated point removal 

RANSAC iterations 
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Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses a verity of planar extraction techniques which were an inspiration 

to this research. The proposed methodology is also presented in chapter 5. An application of this 

research is introduced in chapter6. Chapter 7 covers experiments and conclusion is brought in 

chapter 8. The conference paper can be found in the appendix. 
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Chapter 2  

Materials 

2.1 Prime Scene Sensor 

Prime Scene 3D sensor also known as the Microsoft Kinect is the device used in this thesis to 

capture sequential IR images of a projected speckle pattern and calculate their respective 

pointclouds. A detailed description of the Prime Scene sensor is brought in Appendix I.  

The device has an RGB camera, an IR camera and one laser based IR projector. The projector 

sends out a known pattern of Near-Infrared light. The triangulation between correspondent points 

from the virtual image (the pattern) and the observed pattern (the IR camera image) is resulting 

to a depth data. A set of reference images are taken at different locations and are stored in the 

memory during the system calibration by the manufacturer. The stored images are used in the 

initial start of the system. For any new image captured by the IR camera, the depth at each pixel 

can be calculated by comparing the local pattern projected at the pixel and a neighborhood of 

9x9 around the pixel to the previously memorized pattern at that pixel. The best match 

(correspondent points) generates a difference distance which is known as disparity [18]. 

For conventional stereo system (please see more details in chapter 3.1 of the thesis) we have: 

  
  

 
                                                                                            

where  Z  is the depth, 

    is the disparity, 

    is the focal length,  

    is the baseline. 

However, the disparity of the prime scene sensor is not normalized. In a normalized disparity as 

above, zero disparity corresponds to a point in infinity but this is not the case with Kinect. 

Kinect’s disparity can be normalized using 

  
 

 
 (       )                                                                           

Where    is the normalized disparity 

       is a constant offset value around 1090 

    is the unnormalized Kinect disparity 
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The factor 1/8 is due to the fact that the disparity has a sub-pixel accuracy of 1/8 pixels. By 

inserting Eq.(2.2) into Eq.(2.1) and taking into account that on Kinect we have fixed baseline and 

offset we obtain the Eq.(2.3) 

  
      

 
           

                                                                          

where Z refers to the distance of a point to the 3D sensor i.e. the depth. According to ROS Kinect 

node page, a better approximation for converting the raw disparity to depth map in meters is   

              
 

      
                                                                     

Assuming having the x and y coordinates of a point, the calculated depth and using projective 

geometry we will be able to calculate the three dimensional coordinates of the point in the real 

world in relation to the camera [19].  

   (  
 

 
)          (

 

 
)                                                          

  (  
 

 
)                        

                                                              

where         are the coordinates of the point in the real world with respect to the camera. 

        are the coordinates of the point in the image.  

     is a scaling factor with constant value of        

       are the width and height of the images.  

 

This operation is performed on all the points in each image, which it will result in a set of 3D 

points known as point cloud. The significance of point cloud is that it can be explored in any 

viewpoint regardless of the view point it was created. 

Although Kinect was initially released for gaming purposes, a set of targeted drivers were 

released around New Year 2011 as part of the OpenNI project. OpenNI provides all the 

necessary tools to extract a colored pointcloud from the prime scene sensor. The corresponding 

color maps and depth are retrieved and calibrated and then the point cloud is generated by the 

principle of projective geometry as described in Eq.(2.5). Also, all the internal scales are 

converted to metric values [20].  
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Chapter 3  

Background in computer vision 

In this chapter basic concepts in computer vision necessary to understand the methods and theory 

used in this thesis, are briefly described. 

3.1 Stereo vision 

Stereo Vision is the extraction of 3D information from a pair of images (left and right) by 

examining the relative position of objects in the pair. A typical stereo vision system consists of 

two similar cameras placed horizontally in a similar manner to human eyes. The distance 

between the two cameras is called baseline and is usually 25cm [21].  

By comparing the two left and right images obtained from the stereo vision system, the depth 

information can be inferred from the disparity map   according to Eq.(3.1). Disparity map is 

calculated by measuring the displacement of key features in the scene, from the left image to the 

right image 

  
  

 
                                                                                  

Where    is the focal length of the two cameras 

 B is the baseline 

   is the disparity which refers to displacement in the images in a stereo vision system.  

Having the depth information of every object, it is possible to reconstruct every pixel in the 

disparity image in the 3D coordinate system relative to the camera, according to Eq.(3.2): 

   
 

 
      

 

 
                                                             

By performing this operation on the entire image, one can obtain the 3D point cloud. 

3.2 Clustering 

Segmentation or classification refers to the task of partitioning a dataset (i.e. point cloud) into 

smaller subsets. Segmentation is a process of labeling so that data points belonging to the same 

object of interest are given the same label. Assume R is the entire set of data points; The goal is 

to partition R into smaller subsets R1, R2… Rn such that: 
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1. ⋃       
    

2. Ri ∩ Rj ={} for i ≠ j , 1 ≤ i , j ≤ N 

3. Ri is a connected component in the object space. 

4. P(Ri) = ‘true’ for all i. 

5. P(     ) = ‘false’i ≠ j, and adjacent.  

(1) and (2) state that the segmentation should include the entire dataset and every point should 

only belong to one subset (i.e. every each point should be given only one label). (3) discusses the 

connectivity of each segment. In simple words this means points in each segment should not be 

disjoint from the body of the segment. Euclidian metric criterion is used to implement this 

constraint.  is connected if the distance of each point to its  neighboring points in the subset is 

below a certain threshold.  According to (4), points from the same segment are likely belonging 

to the same object of interest. (5) states that points from adjacent segments must belong to 

separate object of interests [22][23]. 

Segmentation techniques based on low level cues such as coherence of brightness, color, texture 

or motion are unable to make a correct segmentation. Higher level cues such as knowledge about 

the symmetries of objects or their model is needed to either confirm the estimated segmentation 

or to narrow the attention to some particular segments.  

In this chapter brief introductions to K-means and, Normalized cut classification methods are 

presented. 

3.2.1 K-means 

The K-means method aims to find the least square error of the points within a cluster. i.e to 

minimize the distance of every point to the center of the cluster, the mean.  

    ∑ ∑ ‖     ‖
 

     

 
   , 

Where  P  is the set containing the clusters   {          } 

 K is the number of clusters 

    are the points in the dataset 

    are the mean (center of cluster) for each cluster 

In order to achieve this goal, the algorithm alternates between assignment of points to clusters 

with the closest mean and updating the position of the mean in that cluster [24]. 

Assignment step: 

    
   

 {    ‖     
   

‖    ‖      
   

‖                 }                           3.3) 

Update step     
     

 
 

| 
 
   

|
∑        
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3.2.2 Normalized Cuts 

Normalized cuts clustering method was introduced by J Shi in 2000 [25]. In this method, The 

points are characterized as a weighted graph G=(V,E), where each point in the featured space is 

considered to be a node of the graph and an edge is formed between every pair of node. w(i,j), is 

a similarity function between nodes i and j. The objective is to partition the graph G into subsets 

A and B so that A B=V, A∩B={} by removing the connecting edges. A and B can be optimally 

partitioned once their cut value is minimized: 

cut(A,B) = ∑                                                                    (3.4) 

The solution to this problem is to iteratively find the minimum cuts which splits the existing 

segments. Since the cut value defined in Eq.(3.4) increases by the number of edges crossing the 

partition parts, assuming the edge weights have an inverse relationship to the distance between 

the two nodes, the minimum cut most probably tends to cut off isolated nodes. However this 

phenomenon is undesirable and the algorithm is biased in a sense that it favors partitioning out 

small sets of points. The problem is illustrated in figure 3.1 [25]. 

 

Figure 1.1. A case where minimum cut gives a bad partition. 

In order to avoid this problem, Eq. (3.4) is normalized by dividing the cut value by the cut values 

from each of the two segments (A and B) to all the nodes in the graph. In this perspective, the cut 

value (1) is considered to be a fraction of edge connections to all nodes [25]. This disassociation 

measure is called normalized cut (Ncut): 

          
        

          
  

        

          
                                             

Where            and            are the connections from nodes in A and B to all nodes in 

the graph respectively. 

           ∑                                                            (3.6) 
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           ∑                                                          (3.7) 

Using the definitions in Eqs.(3.5) ,(3.6) and (3.7), the cut value partitioning the isolated nodes 

will be a large value comparing to the cut value from the isolated node to every other node and 

therefor its Ncut will not have a small value. 

The Total normalized association within groups is defined as: 

          
          

          
  

          

          
                                              

where            and            are the inner segment edge weights which connect nodes 

within A and B, respectively [25].   

To compute the optimal partition we make some assumptions,   

   {
        
       

 

We further define d(i) =∑         to be the connections from node i to every other node in V. 

Now Ncut(A,B), Eq (3.5), can be rewritten as: 

          
        

          
  

        

          
 

 
∑                    

∑       
 

 
∑                    

∑       
 

We can formalize Ncut as a minimization problem  

   
 

           
 

        

    
                                                   

In Eq.(3.9), D is an N by N diagonal matrix with d on its diagonal, W an N by N symmetrical 

matrix with W(i, j)= wij, 

          ,                                                    (3.10) 

where  
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∑         

∑        
                                                                       

This optimization problem can be solved by solving the eigenvalue system Eq.(3.12), 

                                                                           

This clustering method works on the basis of maximizing        i.e. the similarity within a 

cluster while minimizing      i.e. the similarity across the cut.  

The algorithm is composed of the following steps 

1) Given a set of data (for example image or image sequence), form the weight graph 

G=(V,E) and set the weight to be the similarity measure of two nodes. 

2) Solve            

3) Use the eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue to split the graph. 

4) Re-segment the segmented parts if necessary. 

The weight matrix W is a similarity matrix which indicates the likelihood of the two nodes 

belonging to the same object. For images the cues such as brightness, color, texture, or motion 

are considered to measure the similarity. For images the W is formulated as: 

      
 ‖         ‖ 

 

   { 
 ‖         ‖ 

 

  

 
     ‖         ‖                                   

Where X(i) is the position of i and      is a vector based on intensity , color, texture and motion. 

3.3 RANSAC 

“RANdom SAmple Consensus” is an iterative model fitting algorithm introduced by Fischler and 

Bolles in 1981. Once applied on the input data, the data points that fit the RASNAC model 

(within a tolerated error range) are called “inliers” and data point which do not fit into the model 

are considered as “outliers”. The number of outliers increases in noisy environments or in 

presence of multiple models [26],[27]. Figure 3.2 illustrates the performance of RANSAC for a 

line model [28]. 
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Figure 3.2.RANSAC illustration for line detection 

The structure of the algorithm consists of three steps. First step is the sampling. Points are 

sampled randomly and with equal probability to construct Minimal sample sets (MSS) The 

number of sampled points depends on the minimum number of points needed to define the 

model. More than that is inefficient and will decrease the probability of a good estimate. For 

example only three points are needed to define the parameters of a circle (the center and the 

radius).  Second step is the evaluation of the sampled points; Due to the fact that sampling is a 

random process, a verification step is needed to confirm whether the sampled data fulfills the 

model constrain or not. For example if the objective is to have a plane as model, the sampling 

size can be three and the verification step is to ensure that the points are not on the same line. 

The third step is to compute the quality of each fitted model to the sample points. A common 

approach is to count the number of points which are belonged to each fitted model (the inliers 

points). The set of such inliers points is called consensus set (CS) [29]. 

The acquired CS’s are ranked according to their total number of inliers (i.e. CS’s that have more 

points are ranked higher than those with less points), and when the probability of finding a better 

CS drops below a certain threshold, the algorithm cease to continue and chooses the highest 

ranking CS as the solution.   

To better understand the steps it is suitable to formalize the model parameter estimation process 

and the construction of CS. All bold letters indicate vectors. The input data containing N 

elements is shown by  {     }. MSS is indicated as letter ‘S’ and θ is the vector containing 

model parameters. Μ is the model space and is defined as 

M    {               } ,                                         (3.14) 

where fM is the smooth function which once set to zero, it contains all the points which fit the 

model with parameters θ. The error is defined as distance of d to M   .  
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eM     =                                                               .(3.15) 

Using this error function we define CS as 

CS ( ) ={              } ,                                           (3.16) 

Which δ, is a predefined threshold. A pictorial representation of these definitions are provide in 

Figure 3.3 

 
Figure 3.3. The model space M is shown as green surface where            . The yellow surfaces on 

the two sides of M, mark the boundaries of inliers 

The performance of RANSAC can be controlled by three parameters. The first controls the 

number of inliers; it defines an error tolerance that a data point is allowed to have with respect to 

the model to be counted as inlier. The number of candidates of fitted model is the second 

parameter. This parameter basically determines the number of iterations which after that the 

algorithm stops. When the sampling size is increased this parameter should increase as well to 

make a better estimation. A tolerance variable is needed to reject hypothesis models (the fitted 

model) which do not gain sufficient support from the data. This variable is essential when the 

objective is to extract multiple counts of the model from the data. In this case the approach is to 

extract the model and delete the inliers corresponding to it in each RANSAC run [29]. 
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Chapter 4  

Statistical Methods 

4.1 Least square estimation 

The least square estimation is a method of estimating the unknown parameters of a regression 

function by finding the numerical values for the parameters such that minimizes the sum of 

squared division between the regression function and the observed responses. Mathematically the 

least square estimation can be expressed as: 

  ∑ [       ⃗   ̂⃗ ]
 

 
    

Where            are the unknown parameters of the regression function 

    ⃗   ̂⃗  is the regression function 

   is the mathematical model fitted to the function 

         are the predictor variable values 

In the minimization problem,         are treated as the variables and         are treated as 

coefficients. 

In simple words, least square estimation is a model fitting algorithm which estimates the 

parameters of a function by minimizing the sum of differences of the function to the 

mathematical model [30]. 

 

4.2 F-score 

F-score is a metric for evaluation of accuracy of a test. It considers both precision p and recall r. 

in order to comprehend precision and recall, the following definition terms are necessary 

 TP are the points correctly included in a segment by the algorithm. 

 FP are the points falsely included. 

 TN are the points correctly excluded. 

 FN are the points falsely excluded in a segment by the algorithm. 

Figure 4.1 depicts these definitions. 

(4.1) 
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Figure 4.1 the position of TP , FP, FN 

Using the above definitions, precision and recall for any segment are defined as: 

   
  

     
       

  

      
                                                       

As it is inferred from the above equations, Recall for a target class ‘α’ is computed as the fraction 

of correctly classified points of the target class to all points actually belonging to that class. 

While precision for the target class is the fraction of correctly classified points to points which 

the algorithm believes to belong to that class. The total precision or recall is the average of all the 

participating classes. 

Taking into account the precisions and recalls from all clusters, the total precision and recall can 

be computed as: 

  
∑     

 
     

∑     

 
                                                            

where     is the total number of clusters 

     is number of points in the     cluster 

    is total number of points in the pointcloud.  

Harmonic mean or the F-measure is a measure that combines precision and recall. F-measure as 

a combined measure is used in order to calculate the performance of the algorithm.  The general 

Fα measure can be given as following: 

 α  
   α      

α     
                                                                     

where α is the weight of precision to recall. F1 is the balanced F-score because precision and 

recall are equally weighted. 
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Chapter 5  

Methods 

5.1 Multi-way cut for Slanted Surfaces 

This chapter includes computer vision techniques which inspired us to come up with our 

algorithm for 3D mapping of the environment. 

Brichfield and Tomasi [31] address the problem of slanted (non-textured) surfaces. The general 

idea of the correspondence problem is to make a correspondence between pixels of the two 

images taken by a stereo vision system or by one camera with motion. The common method used 

to solve the correspondence problem is to produce disparity map where depth continuity is not 

preserved. Now if we search over quantized disparity to find the layers then in case of slanted 

surfaces we will not have a good mapping of layers. In Figure 5.1 which is an example of failed 

segmentation, the disparity has been segmented to regions where each region has the same 

disparity value. This way of segmentation does not take into account features of the scene such 

as color shape etc 

 
Figure 5.1 The left image belongs to a stereo pair. The right image shows a failed segmentation, 

resulted by searching over quantized disparity. 

To handle slanted surfaces, the authors present a segmentation method which takes into account 

the features of the scene as well as the displacement function.  

In their method they propose an algorithm where the scene is segmented to non-overlapping 

regions, the displacement parameters for each region is calculated. Taking those parameters into 

account, the scene is again segmented, the displacement parameters for each region is again 
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calculated and this continues until the algorithm converges. The convergence is reached once the 

cost function is minimized.  

The goal is to make a correspondence between pixels of the two images, which have similar 

intensities while minimizing the discontinuities. Writing that in terms of cost function is 

                                                                (5.1) 

where    explains costs of assigning a labels to pixels (data-dependent Energy). 

    enforces the smoothness. 

To minimize this cost function we need to iterate between segmenting the scene that is assigning 

labels to each pixel and finding the parameters of displacement function for each segment.  

Having the displacement parameters, the segmentation can be turned to a multi-way of cut 

problem as showed in Figure 5.2 

 
Figure 5.2. Finding the minimum cut is equivalent to minimizing Eq. (5.1). Every label is 

connected to every pixel. 

In the multi-way cut problem presented in Figure 5.5 initially, each pixel is connect to all the 

labels and also connected to the four neighboring pixels around it.        is a component of    

and addresses assigning pixels to labels while        is a component of    and addresses the 

smoothness problem. Finding the minimum cut to this graph can in fact minimize Eq. (5.1)  

5.2 Unsupervised Learning of Slanted Surfaces 

Trinh, Mcallester [32] conduct an unsupervised training of a stereo vision model from set of 

unlabeled stereo pair data. The model they are using is a slanted plane model similar to 

Brichfield and Tomasi [31] with over segmentation for the left image. The stereo algorithm 
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derives a slanted surface for each segment. Since the method is unsupervised, having been given 

the left image, the model should define the probability distribution of the right image. the 

training is done by minimizing an energy function which has three terms; the correspondence 

energy, measuring the level of accuracy to which the right and left image agree according to the 

disparity map, the smoothness energy measuring the continuity of the disparity map, and texture 

energy measuring how the surface orientation is in agreement with surface orientation cue. 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) is used for calculation of surface orientation cue. 

In their slanted plane model,   being the left image and   the right, for each segment of   in   

given an assignment of plane parameters to segments z, the disparity d(p) is defined as 

                                                                                   

Where     is the plane assignment for segment  . 

          are the plane parameters for segment  . 

      is the disparity for pixel    

Putting it in simple words, the problem is to find an assignment z so it would minimize the 

energy function. The correspondence energy and the texture energy discuss each segment 

independently while the smoothness energy discusses over pairs of adjacent segments. Having 

that in mind, the energy function can be written as 

     ∑                  ∑   (     )                                            

Where     is the Texture energy 

    is the match energy  

    is the smoothness energy 

    holds the planes parameters for segment   

       is the set of segments 

An initial assignment of z is made by calculating the disparity for each pixel and then fitting a 

plane for each segment in the disparity using least square regression method.  After having an 

initial assignment of z, the following steps are repeated 

1. Build    as a set of candidates for    by adding random noise to    . 

2. Run discrete max-product BP with    set as the finite value for each  . 

3. Set    to be the best value found in 2 for each  

The above steps are repeated until the energy function is reduced no more.  
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5.3 Using layers for stereo reconstruction 

Baker and Szeliski [33] have a different approach to stereo reconstruction. Having left and right 

images taken via a stereo vision system, the goal is to present the scene by a collection of planar 

layers which is due to the fact that pixels in each layer follow the same transformation. Each 

layer corresponds to a plane in the real world. To realize this mapping, three plane parameters 

per layer are needed to be recovered. They present a frame work where the layers are refined in 

each iteration. However, initializing the layers is a challenging task and somewhat ad-hoc. While 

the authors mention certain methods which can be taken to initialize the layers, they themselves 

do the initialization manually by human labor. Having initialized the layers the iteration 

procedure starts with estimating the plane equation corresponding to each layer and it continues 

by making an estimation of layer sprites, residual depth and pixel assignment for each layer. For 

each iteration, a synthesized image is formed using the camera matrices, plane equations and 

residual maps. If the layered estimates are accurate, the synthesized image would be similar to 

the input image. The layers are therefore refined using minimization of the re-synthesis error.  

5.4 Methods Using Space Sweep  

Another active filed of research is based on the space sweep method. A single virtual plane is 

swept across the scene along a perpendicular line to the plane to search for the planes in the 

images which give the maximum support to the virtual plane. Werner and Zisserman [34] have 

implemented this method in search for planar surfaces. In their paper, they make a piecewise 

planar model of the scene and later use these planes to search for windows and doors. To make a 

coarse model of the scene, factors such as camera parameters, 3D points, directions and lines 

should be computed beforehand. Having this information, plane sweeping technique is used to 

search for planes. To do so a virtual plane is swept through the scene about a line perpendicular 

to it. The support for the virtual plane is measured using point to point mapping between the 

images and sum of cross correlation values from the images. The position in which the virtual 

plane gains the highest support is determined and recognized to be the true position of the 

searched plane.  

Coorg and Teller [35] introduce a new algorithm that automatically recovers 3D information. 

Extraction of vertical facades is the focus of their work. Around 4000 images taken from eighty 

one distinct nods are analyzed. Space sweep techniques are used to overcome the difficulty of 

matching across images with wide baseline. Their algorithm works in two steps. First, the region 

of interest is divided into 2D gird cells. This subdivision detaches the scene, making the 

reconstruction easier. Candidate azimuths are computed for each cell. Likely azimuths are 

verified using the space sweep approach and detecting the highest support from image evidence.   

Second, the recovered tile geometries are connected to make the complete facades.  
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5.5 Improved Ncut 

In the concept of normalized cut segmentation, the weighing function W for point cloud 

clustering in its original form is defined as: 

     (
 

 
)
 

                                                  (5.4) 

Where   is the size of point cloud (i.e. number of points) 

   is the distance matrix of size       . Each row  , contains distances of point i to 

all points in the point cloud  

     is the distance of point   to point j.   being the row and j the column in matrix  . 

   is the scale factor taken as 5 to 10 percent of the maximum distance in the original 

work. 

 

  (
       

   
       

) 

In the distance matrix , for any point i, points lying close to   have smaller values while points 

further away have larger values. However, for clustering, the reverse effect is desirable. This 

means higher significance should be put on closer points and as points become further away their 

significance should decrease. The weighing function   as defined in Eq. (5.4) provides such 

effect.  According to this equation, points in the neighborhood of   which are most likely to be in 

the same segment, have higher values [25]. The original function is blind in a sense that it does 

not take into account the position of each point to the center of gravity of the pointcloud. This 

can be explained further by examining the histograms of distances in matrix d. for every point in 

the point cloud a distance histogram can be obtained. One of these histograms is presented in 

Figure 5.3. This histogram represents the distribution of the pointcloud with respect to that point. 

The vertical and horizontal axes represent the number of points having a specific distance to the 

point where the histogram is drawn for. The center of gravity can be calculated for each 

histogram which shown as a red dot for the selected histogram in Figure 5.3. Since W is applied 

on distance histograms, in the current formulation of w, it would not have an acceptable result 

since it has the same effect on every histogram regardless of the position of that point to center of 

gravity. while it is desirable for the association matrix (W), to give higher values to points closer 

to center of gravity and less value to points far away from it.  

 
Figure 5.3. Histogram of a random row in the distance matrix 
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To alleviate the problem we need to shift the attention to the center of gravity, thus a new 

parameter   is introduced.   is a symmetric matrix containing the medians of the rows in matrix 

 .   is computed by first calculating the median as center of gravity for each row in matrix  . 

This will give a vector of 1 by N. then make a repeated matrix of the median vector. This can be 

achieved by ‘repmat’ function in MATLAB. To impose the symmetry condition the upper 

triangular part of the matrix is projected to the lower triangular part of the matrix.   needs to be 

symmetric so it wouldn’t deform the symmetry in W.  

In order for the weighing matrix to have an awareness of distribution of the pointcloud with 

respect to each point, an additional factor is added to the weighing Eq. (5.4).  By doing so, the 

clustering procedure is focused on the center of gravity in the pointcloud.   

    (
 

 
)
 

 
      

                                                            (5.5) 

and after simplification, 

    
 (

       
  )

                                                                            

Where 

kwith ‘k=0.25’. This makes 


adaptive for each node, which allows the weighting 

function to be flexible according to the input data. 

One difficulty we face when clustering is determining the number of clusters. This is a big 

challenge when it comes to automatic clustering since the existing algorithms require a pre-

known number of clusters. In the following the steps taken in order to estimate the number of 

clusters is explained.   

5.6 Adaptive Clustering  

When clustering a pointcloud, a common problem is determining the optimum number of 

clusters. The number of clusters should be adaptive for each point cloud. The size and position of 

surfaces in each point cloud differs to others, therefore, one cannot simply use the same 

clustering parameters for every point cloud.  

A reasonable argument would be that optimum clustering is achieved when clusters have 

relatively small inner variances. This is obvious since we desire points which have large 

distances from each other to lie in different clusters. To do so, the clustering should take place 

for different number of clusters, starting from small numbers such as 3 clusters and going up to 

higher numbers as many as 10 clusters. The sum of variances of the clusters is then computed 

and the clustering with the minimum sum of variances gives the optimum number of clusters. 

   ∑   
  

                                                         (5.7) 
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where    is the sum of variance of clusters when there are   clusters.  

   
  is the inner variance of the    cluster when there are   clusters. 

However, having tested this method on the data, it was observed that the method is not always 

stable. Moreover, the execution time is huge since the clustering has to take place 7 times to 

determine the optimum number of clusters. Taking into account the instability and huge time 

consumption of this method, it was decided not to use it in our algorithm. 

5.7 Planar Cluster Estimation 

This section discusses the state of a cluster being planar or non-planar. The adopted method uses 

least square plane fitting and takes the resulting error as decision criteria to label the cluster 

planar or non-planar [36]. 

It has been demonstrated by [37] that the use of point normals in this method makes the surfaces 

and edges of an object more distinct. 

For the N segments resulted from the Normalized cut segmentation, it is needed to identify those 

that best describe planes. This is achieved by fitting a least square plane (LSP) to the data point 

corresponding to each of the N segments and computing the normal orientation error and plane 

fitting error (PFE) i.e. the least square error [36]. 

Let  ̅              denote the least square plane (LSP) normals. Also the measure of the fit, 

Plane Fit Error (PFE) is defined as  

  √∑   
 
                                                              (5.8) 

Where P is the number of points in that cluster, 

     is the distance between point k in that cluster  to the least square plane (LSP), 

The LSP is found by minimizing   in Eq.(5.8) which can be achieved by using Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) method. Using the data points in each cluster, matrix M is built up as: 

  [
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]   

Where          are the x, y and z coordinates of the point normals of the data and           is 

the centroid of the data normals defined as: 
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Having classified the pointcloud into N clusters, the least square plane to the data points in each 

segment is computed. By performing single value decomposition on M, the eigenvalues of M 

,          , and their corresponding eigenvectors are obtained. It can be proven that the 

normal vector to the least square plane, i.e.  ̅ , is equal to the eigenvector corresponding to the 

minimum Eigenvalue,                    and   changes to: 

  √                                                                  (5.10) 

 , the Plane Fit Error (PFE), determines whether the segment is planar or non-planar. If PFE is 

significantly small, the segment is labeled planar [36].  

5.8 RANSAC 

The RANSAC algorithm used in this study is from Peter Covesi [38]. A detailed description of 

this algorithm and how the parameters are defined and is used in this thesis is provided in the 

next section. 

5.8.1 P.covesi RANSAC routine for MATLAB 

In order to understand the routine, some functions and parameters are needed to be defined.  

defenfn function is used to discard the samples which do not fit the model. defenfn is a Boolean 

function which outputs false in case of a useful model.  

 x The data set to which RANSAC is applied to. The size of x is N. 

 fittingfn Function that fits a model to s data points from x. 

 distfn Function which calculates the distances between points in x and the model, 

returning the indices of points in x that lie within threshold t of the model. 

 Degenfn This function decides where the sampled data s can be considered as a valid 

model. This function is used to discard the samples which do not fit the 

model. defenfn is a boolean function which outputs false in case of a useful 

model 

 S Randomly sampled data. The size of S is equal to the minimum number of 

points required to fit model parameters. 
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 t The distance threshold which input data x can have from the model to be 

considered as inliers. 

 M Verified model returned by fittingfn 

When RANSAC starts to run, it goes to a while loop and takes random samples of the data to 

form S. the sampled data are checked with degenfn to verify whether they can produce a model. 

If the output of degenfn is true i.e. the fitted model generated by the sampled data is not useful, 

the algorithm discards the sampled data and goes back to sampling step to make a new set of 

sampling data S. After the sampled data is verified by the degenfn function, the sampled data is 

passed to fittingfn function. Only if the model created by S fits the constrains defined by fittingfn, 

the algorithm will proceed to distfn. Else, the data x is resampled and a new S is created. distfn 

computes the distance of the entire data set x, to the verified model M. Having calculated the 

distances, the inliers are defined as points which lie within distance t from the model. The 

algorithm is iterated until the probability of finding a better consensus (model with higher 

number of inliers) is dropped below a certain threshold. At this point the model with maximum 

number of inliers is recognized to be the solution. This routine of RANSAC returns the indices 

of points which are inliers to the best model as well as the parameters of the best model.   

5.8.2 The two plane model 

The two plane model finds two intersecting planes in the data set, see figure 5.4. The minimum 

sampling size for this model is 4 points. In order to model any plane three points are needed. 

With the use of an extra point, two intersecting planes can be modeled. Two points lie on the 

intersection line leaving the other two points to lie on each plane. Figure 1 describes the topology 

of the points in this model  

 
Figure 5.4. Topology of the two plane model 

In order to achieve this model, additional constraints are needed to be imposed on the sampled 

points in fittingfn and degenfn. 

In the original one plane model, the only condition is co-linearity. Degenfn only checks if the 

three points lie on the same line. Co-linearity is also an issue in the two plane model. How ever 
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since this model works with four points instead of three, the co-linearity should be checked for 

every three points. Mathematically speaking: 

(
 

 
)    

Therefore, four co-linearity conditions are imposed in degenfn. Moreover, it is desirable that in 

each sampled set, only three of the points lie on the same plane leaving the fourth point on the 

second plane. Again, combination of 3 out of 4, equals 4 and therefore 4 more conditions are 

added to degenfn. 

In the one plane model, the order of the points in the sampling set do not matter therefor, the 

fittingfn function passes the points through without any action. However, in our two plane model 

the position of the points are important i.e. it is important to determine which two points lay on 

the intersection line. When calculating the normal to the plains it is important to consider all 

possible combinations. This results in combination of 2 points on the intersection line from the 

total 4 points in the sampling set.  

(
 

 
)    

According to above mathematics, 6 possible combinations should be considered.  

Moreover, Plane orientation constraints can be added to make the algorithm faster and more 

robust. The Manhattan theory is based on the fact that manmade buildings are in x, y, z direction 

which are perpendicular to each other. However due to vision sensor error in scene acquisition, 

these planes are not exactly perpendicular in the pointcloud and their tolerance could vary up to 

20 degrees. Therefore, putting a perpendicular constraint on the normals of the intersected planes 

is not a good idea. However, the two intersected planes would have the same orientation with 

respect to a hypothetical plane in the third direction. For example if the object is to find the 

intersecting walls, both of them have the same orientation (most probably perpendicular) to the 

ground. This assumption can be used to put an additional constraint on the planes normal in 

degenfnor fittingfn. Let us assume for now that the two intersecting planes are vertical walls 

perpendicular to y direction, therefore, both normals would have zero y component. However in 

reality the orientation of the point cloud is unknown therefore one cannot know the orientation of 

each individual plane by its normal vector.  

Having in mind that the orientation of point cloud is unknown, we cannot determine the 

orientation of any of the planes by their normals. The solution to this problem is to compare the 

x, y and z components of the two normal individually. If the two planes are perpendicular to x 

direction, then the first component for both normal vectors would be zero. The same discussion 

can be made if the two planes are perpendicular to y or z direction. Even if by error in data 
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acquisition, the two planes are not perpendicular to any of x, y or z directions, they would still 

have equal values in corresponding x, y or z components of the two normal vectors.  
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Chapter 6  

Application in Micro Air Vehicle 

The efficient extraction of surfaces from the environment is a fundamental requirement for 

robust robotic perception, although this is a challenging task and an active research area. It is 

important to extract only those parts of the environment that are most relevant in the application 

domain, so the data can be processed effectively and efficiently. 

A micro air vehicle is faced with crucial challenges including navigation, object recognition, 

scene analysis and manipulation, etc. the success of the solution to these challenges is dependent 

on the applied Algorithm as well as the robot architecture. [39]. In case of navigation of MAVs 

(Micro Aerial Vehicles) the challenges are quite different from those faced by ground robots, 

since MAVs require faster decision making with minimal onboard resources. From this 

perspective, it is very important to retrieve only the most important information from the raw 

data coming from sensors, and to process only the information that is most crucial to the 

application domain. 

In this thesis work, the proposed algorithm is adopted for the purpose of MAV navigation. The 

objective is to extract planar surfaces from the environment, since these are the most common 

ingredients in manmade structures. A detailed framework of this application is presented in the 

next section. 
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6.1 Framework 
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Chapter 7  

Experimental Setup 

In this study, the experimentation is adopted for the purpose of Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) 

navigation. However, similar approach is appropriate for other applications.  

The proposed algorithm is applied on a set of point cloud data obtained by 3D prime Scene 

camera as well as simulated data. The results are validated by performance evaluation with the 

aid of the ground truth data. 

7.1 Implementation 

The implementation is carried out in MATLAB and it consists of 5 major steps: 

 Input data collection 

 Clustering 

 Cluster Planar Estimation 

 Removing Isolated Points 

 RANSAC Plane Extraction 

The implementation procedure for each step is discussed separately.  

7.1.1 Input data collection 

The datasets used for the experiments can be divided into two groups; real data and simulated 

data. The only difference between experiments on real and simulated data is in the procedure of 

data collection.  

7.1.1.1 Real data 

Prime Scene sensor is used to collect the pointcloud datasets. For this purpose, the device is 

manually moved in 5 different indoor environments and data is saved for each scene. A total of 

50 pointclouds, 10 from each scene are collected. 

In order export the data, the following steps are necessary: 

1. Grab the raw disparities from the sensor using OpenNI Library. These disparities have a 

range of        (11 bits) 

2. These disparities are converted to distances  
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The pointclouds are saved in ‘.pcd’ format. To import the pointcloud in pointtools software or in 

MATALB the following actions are required 

1. Change the format of the pointcloud form ‘.pcd’ to ‘.xyz’ or ‘.txt’ 

2. Remove the header from the file (by just opening in any text editor e.g.WordPad). 

Importing the pointcloud file in MATLAB, results in a 307125 by 4 matirx. The first 3 columns 

are the x, y and z positions of the points and the 4
th

 column is referred as the intensity vector. In 

our experiments only the first three columns i.e. the point positions are used.  

When using the Prime Scene Sensor, only positions in the scene which receive the infrared beam 

can be recognized. Thus when an object is in front of the sensor, it produces a shadow which 

results in undefined values i.e. Not a Number (NaN). As long as NaN values exist, no further 

processing is possible. One way to overcome this difficulty is to delete the entire row from the 

matrix. However, this would result in change of scale of the pointcloud and it will cause 

problems in later steps. An alternative way is to set the values of the NaNs to random points 

from the point cloud.  

The next pre-processing step is down sampling. Since the received data from the Prime Scene 

Sensor is huge (307125 points), and the application is aimed to work in real time, down sampling 

is needed. In our experiment the data is down sampled by factor of 300, resulting in a pointcloud 

of 1024 points.   

7.1.1.1.1 Setting up the ground truth 

In order to evaluate the performance of any algorithm, ground truth data is needed. In our 

experiment the ground truth for the real datasets, both for clustering and RANSAC part, is done 

manually in pointtools edit pro software. 

For the RANSAC part, each plane in the pointcloud is labeled separately and non-planar pieces 

of the pointcloud are all labeled with the same color. Some examples of RANSAC ground truth 

labeling is provided in figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1. Ground truth labels for RANSAC. Each color represents a separate planar surface 

To construct the ground truth data for clustering evaluation, each point is given a label. The 

labeling is done according to conditions mentioned in 3.2. An example of ground truth data for 

clustering evaluation is provided in figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.2. Ground truth labels for clustering. Each color represents a separate cluster 

7.1.1.2 Simulated data 

The second phase of experiments in this thesis is carried out on simulated data. In our case, a set 

of 5 scenes are generated in MATLAB using planar and spherical surfaces as well as Gaussian 

noise. These structures are combined in a way that mimics the real world scenes. The planar 

surfaces are formed by first generating number of uniform points scattered in all directions 

(uniform noise) in the x y z space, and then projecting them on a plane constructed from any 3 

points. The scale of the plane in each direction is equal to the intervals in which the points were 

uniformly scattered. On the other hand, the spherical surfaces were defined in spherical 

coordinate systems and transformed into Euclidian coordinate system using the equations: 

                                                            (7.1) 

            

                  

where  , is the radius with range    

  , is the latitude angle with range            

  , is the azimuth angle (longitude) with range              

And       are the directions in the Euclidian coordinate system.  
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In each simulated pointcloud,     of the scene is occupied by isolated points with Gaussian 

distribution which count for the scattered noise in the real dataset.   

For each scene, 10 noise levels are considered, forming a dataset of 50 point clouds. The noise is 

applied on the Gaussian distributed points, scattered in the scene as described in Eq.(7.2). 

                                                                       (7.2) 

where   is the vector containing the x y z position of the Gaussian distributed points 

   is the standard derivation of the Gaussian distribution. 

   is the noise level, an integer between 1 and 10 

Having control over the simulated data, it is feasible to construct the ground truth data. Figures 

7.3 and 7.4 illustrate examples of ground truth data for RANSAC and Clustering.  

   

   

Figure 7.3. Ground truth labels for RANSAC. Each color represents a separate planar surface 
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Figure 7.4. Ground truth labels for Clustering. Each color represents a separate cluster 

7.1.2 Clustering 

The datasets are segmented using the enhanced Ncut algorithm and the results are validated by 

comparing to the conventional Ncut as well as Kmean segmentation algorithms. For more 

information on original Ncut and improved Ncut refer to 3.2.2 and 5.5 respectively.  

For the improved Ncut the similarity matrix (W), Eq. (5.6) was defined as: 

    
 (

       
  )

 

where        ,  

   is the median matrix 

          . 

For the original Ncut, the similarity matrix (W), Eq. (5.4) was defined as: 

     (
 

 
)
 

  

where                            . 
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7.1.3 Planar cluster estimation 

Planar cluster estimation is applied on all the clusters resulting from segmentation.  

This is computed for all obtained clusters. The plain fit error is calculated according to Eq.(5.8). 

To calculate the PFE for each cluster, the following steps are taken: 

1. calculate the normals in that cluster ,N 

2. remove the bias of the normals by minusing with their mean        

3.          

4. Singular value decomposition of M. 

5.     √      . Where      is the minimum eigenvalue from the SVD and P is the 

number of points in that cluster. 

6. If      , cluster is planar , else non-planar. Where t is a predefined threshold.  

7.1.4 Removing Isolated Points 

When view a point cloud one can discover isolated points scattered everywhere. These isolated 

points, considered as noise are due to down sampling of the pointcloud or error in scene 

acquisition caused by the vision sensor. In real world, the point clouds are always noisy. This 

noise can be modeled as scattered Gaussian noise in the point cloud. 

Since the plane estimation part of the algorithm only labels the segment to be planar or non- 

planar, it does not remove the noise. Clusters passing through the planar estimation part may 

well contain noise which if not removed and may cause difficulty in later stages i.e. RANSAC. 

This section explains how these points are removed.  

 A very simple way to tackle this problem is to examine the density of the pointcloud locally for 

each point i.e. the distance of each point to its surrounding neighbors. 

Let    denote the distance of every point to all the points in that segment and           

where K is the number of points in that segment. To determine the four neighboring points to 

point i,     is sorted in an ascending manner, resulting in    . The first element in    .is the 

closest point to i and the first 4 are points from the neighborhood of size 4 around i.  

  {  |   ∑     
 
             }                                          (7.3) 

Where  L  is the size of the neighborhood window, 

      is the distance of point   to neighboring point  , 

    is defined as the local density value of the segment, containing sum of distances of 

the points in the neighborhood window to  . 

   is the size of the segment 

 S is defined as the density vector of the segment, containing the local density values  
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By sorting S, one can track the density change in the segment. An illustration of this scenario is 

presented in figure 7.5.  

 
Figure 7.5. Tracking the density change in segment 

The curve in figure 7.5, describes the distance of each point to its neighborhood window. The 

local density value has a reverse association with the local density in the segment. As it is seen, 

for majority of the points in the segment, this value lies somewhere between zero and one. 

Having defined the neighborhood window as the 4 closest points, this means for majority of 

points the average distance for each point to the neighboring window is between 0 and 0.25 and 

the pointcloud is considered to be dense in the neighboring areas of these points.  

On the other hand, there are points which have high density values and in the same way, point 

cloud density is regarded to be less dense for these points in comparison with the rest of the 

pointcloud. In fact it is safe to consider these points as isolated points to be removed.  

The curve’s knee point is a good threshold measure to apply the removal constraint. According 

to this constraint, point which have local density value higher than that of the knee point are 

considered isolated points and removed (Figure 7.5).  

It is important to note that even though this removal constraint might be harsh at times and more 

degree of freedom could be given to threshold, however, it is always better to be safe and remove 

some more points within the body of each cluster than to have isolated noise left in the 

pointcloud. 

7.1.5 RANSAC plane extraction 

This section explains how RANSAC is applied on planar estimated clusters (for more 

information on this topic, refer to 5.8.  
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The method is implemented in a way that starts with sorting the order of planar clusters from the 

segment containing the highest number of point to the smallest. Moreover, planar clusters with 

size smaller than 0.05 % of the total number of points in the pointcloud are discarded.  RANSAC 

is then applied on each remaining clusters using detect and remove strategy. By using this 

method iteratively, one can recover all the planes in the cluster. 

  
  (a)  (b) 

   
  (c)   (d) 
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  (e)   (f) 

  
  (g)  (h) 

  
  (i)  (j) 

Figure 7.6. Steps for plane extraction; (a) The raw pointcloud. (b) Improved Ncut clustering. (c) cluster 

planar estimation.(d) the largest cluster with planarity nature. Having estimated the planarity nature of 

each cluster, RANSAC is then applied on each planar cluster. (e) The first iteration of RANSAC on the 

cluster. Green colored points showing the detected plane by most number of inliers. (f) the detected plane 

is then removed and RANSAC iterations are continued. (g) Second iteration of RANSAC, detecting the 

second largest plane. (h) The remaining points are not enough to form a valid plane, RANSAC iterations 

are stopped at this point for this cluster and the next largest cluster is considered. (i) RANSAC will only 

have one iteration on the next cluster.(j) showing all the detected planes in the point cloud 

As shown in figure 7.6, in the first iteration, RANSAC finds the best plane with most number of 

inliers. This plane is removed (i.e. the points belonging to that surface are removed) in the next 

iteration, and RANSAC continues to fit the best plane to the newly updated segment. This 

procedure is maintained until the best fitting plane detected by RANSAC has number of inliers 

less than a certain threshold. For this experiment, this threshold is set equal to 10% of number of 

points in that segment. RANSAC is then applied on the next largest cluster.  

A correction process is considered for surfaces resulting from RANSAC step, which joins over 

lapping surfaces within a cluster. This is done by comparing the normals of surfaces extracted 
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from each cluster one by one. Any two surface, having the angle between normals below   , are 

joined. 

7.2 Results and Evaluation 

This chapter is organized as follows. The results of the proposed algorithm applied on Simulated 

and real data are visualized in separate subchapters of 7.2.1 and 0. Furthermore, 7.2.3, validates 

the performance of the algorithm by comparing with other clustering methods i.e. original 

Normalized cut and Kmeans . 

7.2.1 Results for Simulated dataset 

The algorithm is applied on 5 simulated scenes with 10 different noise levels as mentioned in 0, 

making a total of 50 pointclouds for simulated data. Each pointcloud is experimented with the 

proposed algorithm. The results from clustering, cluster planar estimation and RANSAC parts of 

the algorithm, for noise level 6, are presented  

   

 (a)   (b) 

   

 (c)   (d) 
Figure 7.8.Simulated scene1 results. (a): ground truth for planes, where black colored points are the non-

planar points. (b): resulting clusters. Bottom (c): Planarity Estimation for each cluster, where blue 

colored points are estimated to be non-planar. Bottom right (d): Extracted planes 
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 (a)   (b)

   
 (c)   (d) 

Figure 7.9.Simulated scene2 results. (a): ground truth for planes, where black colored points are the non-

planar points. (b): resulting clusters. Bottom (c): Planarity Estimation for each cluster, where blue 

colored points are estimated to be non-planar. Bottom right (d): Extracted planes 
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 (a)   (b) 

   
 (c)   (d) 

Figure 7.10.Simulated scene3 results. (a): ground truth for planes, where black colored points are the 

non-planar points. (b): resulting clusters. Bottom (c): Planarity Estimation for each cluster, where blue 

colored points are estimated to be non-planar. Bottom right (d): Extracted planes 
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 (a)   (b) 

   

 (c)   (d) 

Figure 7.11.Simulated scene4 results. (a): ground truth for planes, where black colored points are the 

non-planar points. (b): resulting clusters. Bottom (c): Planarity Estimation for each cluster, where blue 

colored points are estimated to be non-planar. Bottom right (d): Extracted planes 

7.2.2 Results for Real dataset 

A sum of 50 point clouds taken from 5 scenes are collected as described in 7.1.1.1. The proposed 

algorithm is experimented with these pointclouds. The results from clustering, cluster planar 

estimation and RANSAC parts of the algorithm, are visualized in figures below. 
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 (a)   (b) 

  
(c) 

Figure 7.12. Figurative results for real dataset. (a): ground truth for planes, where the non-planar points 

are labeled in different color. (b): resulting clusters. (c): Extracted planes 
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 (a)   (b) 

  
  (c) 
Figure 7.13. Figurative results for real dataset. (a): ground truth for planes, where the non-planar points 

are labeled in different color. (b): resulting clusters. (c): Extracted planes 
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 (a)   (b) 

  
  (c) 
Figure 7.14. Figurative results for real dataset. (a): ground truth for planes, where the non-planar points 

are labeled in different color. (b): resulting clusters. (c): Extracted planes 
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 (a)   (b) 

  
  (c) 
Figure 7.15. Figurative results for real dataset. (a): ground truth for planes, where the non-planar points 

are labeled in different color. (b): resulting clusters. (c): Extracted planes 
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 (a)   (b) 

  
  (c) 
Figure 7.16. Figurative results for real dataset. (a): ground truth for planes, where the non-planar points 

are labeled in different color. (b): resulting clusters. (c): Extracted planes 
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 (a)   (b)  

  
   (c) 
Figure 7.17. Figurative results for real dataset. (a): ground truth for planes, where the non-planar points 

are labeled in different color. (b): resulting clusters. (c): Extracted planes 
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 (a)   (b) 

  
  (c) 
Figure 7.18. Figurative results for real dataset. (a): ground truth for planes, where the non-planar points 

are labeled in different color. (b): resulting clusters. (c): Extracted planes 

7.2.3 Performance Evaluation 

This chapter discusses 2 stages of evaluation. The first stage of evaluation is conducted on 

segmentation results. For this purpose, the performance of improved Ncut is compared with the 

original Ncut and Kmeans segmentation technique. In the second stage of evaluation, the overall 

performance of the algorithm is assessed for real data and simulated data.  

7.2.3.1 Evaluation Method 

For each cluster resulting from the clustering, an error rate (  ) is introduced which reflects the 

accuracy of segmentation method by comparing the label of every point in the clustering results 
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(  ) to the ground truth data (  ). To make a correct evaluation, one needs to make 

correspondence between   and   labels. To achieve this, the position of ground truth points 

belonging to the same label is taken as reference for evaluation. Let Lg be the label assigned to 

points in ground truth data for a certain cluster. Furthermore, assume Lc, is the label 

corresponding to Lg in   . To find Lc, the position of points belonging to Lg are found in   , 

forming   . the label with the maximum number of points in   , is recognized to be the 

corresponding label to Lg, i.e. Lc. However, in order to avoid repetition of already used labels, 

precautions must be considered. The following algorithm describes the evaluation procedure: 

1. Set i=1 

2. For every Lgi find Lci according to the method described above.  

3. Calculate TPi,TNi 

4. Calculate the clustering error     

5. Set i=i+1 

where  i is the counter representing i
th

 cluster, 

 Lgi is the ground truth label for the i
th

 cluster, 

 Lci is the label corresponding to Lgi in   , 

 TPi are the points in     belonging to Lci 

 TNi are the points in     not belonging to Lci 

     is the clustering error for i
th

 cluster and is defined as 

    
   

  
                                                                                

where    are the total number of points in the i
th

 cluster in the ground truth data, i.e.     

     are the points in   , belonging to Lci but do not belong to Lgi. 

To get the total clustering error, a cluster weighing quotient is considered.  

   
∑      

 
   

 
                                                                           

where L is the number of segments in the ground truth dataset 

 N is the total number of points in the pointcloud. 

In a similar manner the performance of RANSAC is evaluated, let    be the ground truth data 

containing the labels for each plain in the pointcloud and    be the point labels resulting from 

RANSAC. The error rate for extraction of each plane is calculated by:    
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where in this assemblage,  

    are the total number of points in the i
th

 plane in the ground truth data, i.e.     

     are the points in   , belonging to Lri but do not belong to Lgri. 

 Lgri is the RANSAC ground truth label for the i
th

 plane, 

 Lri is the label corresponding to Lgri in   , 

 

In addition to the evaluation method described, F score measure metrics are also employed due 

to their wide use for evaluation of detection algorithms. 

F-score measures are known to be standard metrics for evaluation of clustering and segmentation 

techniques.  

For more information on the above definitions refer to 4.2. 

Using this evaluation method, the enhanced Ncut is validated by comparing its performance with 

the conventional Ncut as well as the Kmeans clustering method. Average clustering error for 

each scene in the real and simulated data is presented in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 

Table 7.1 Comparison of Clustering Error when using real datasets. 

Scene Imp.Ncut Ncut K.Means 

1 0.02 0.44 0.56 

2 0.03 0.28 0.32 

3 0.07 0.25 0.38 

4 0.15 0.35 0.42 

5 0.01 0.38 0.55 

Table 7.2 Comparison of Clustering Error when using simulated datasets. 

Scene Imp.Ncut Ncut K.Means 

1 0.25 0.44 0.49 

2 0.12 0.46 0.52 

3 0.03 0.38 0.45 

4 0.10 0.25 0.35 

5 0.05 0.37 0.55 

As it is evident from the Tables 7.1 and 7.2, the improved Normalized cut produces less error 

ratio with comparison to K-means and the conventional Normalized cut. This is due to the fact 

that the enhanced Ncut is flexible and adaptable to the distribution of the pointcloud.  

An illustration of this comparison is depicted in figure 7.19 .  
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(a)   (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7.19 Comparison of clustering methods. (a):Improved Ncut. (b):original Ncut. (c):K-

means 

7.2.3.1.1 F-score based evaluation on real data 

The overall performance of the algorithm on real data sets is assessed by F-score evaluation 

method. The obtained results are presented in Tables 7.3 to 7.7  

Table 7.3 F-measures for Performance evaluation for scene1 

precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.92450367 0.892 431.425 28.583 26.703 

0.86405323 0.83371718 457.366191 58.7333026 70.6600645 

0.96706708 0.762 339.3065 11.7055 92.3145 

0.94256999 0.86862886 840.639627 13.7889447 117.384063 

0.93116717 0.88499359 1476.52843 13.5472424 132.34844 

0.87593161 0.83472161 557.18413 52.4107847 107.138974 

0.911 0.8905 485.063 31.608 39.393 

0.8565 0.8155 331.888 56.735 55.4895 

0.7975 0.7725 261.3275 78.518 77.3645 

0.952 0.8835 424.488 11.8905 33.64 
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Table 7 4 F-measures for Performance Evaluation for scene2 

precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.84375 0.640625 138.15625 31.8212891 100.009766 

0.77832031 0.71679688 157.613281 73.2617188 70.0761719 

0.75488281 0.65429688 122.458984 53.6425781 80.4375 

0.79492188 0.81054688 183.142578 57.2167969 36.6992188 

0.78320313 0.75390625 151.009766 40.5146484 58.1074219 

0.90820313 0.86621094 298.943359 29.5039063 36.9785156 

0.75683594 0.71386719 130.744141 42.9765625 56.703125 

0.82519531 0.76269531 162.494141 29.0214844 41.890625 

0.91308594 0.87011719 297.500977 28.0214844 37.0283203 

0.92675781 0.88574219 294.795898 17.9453125 39.7333984 

 

Table 7.5 Performance evaluation of the Algorithm for scene3 

precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.88804896 0.88804896 692.302376 97.1421886 82.3398128 

0.83878241 0.83878241 625.394589 139.865464 197.990229 

0.86038854 0.85116892 939.718801 76.250247 88.4362858 

0.862332 0.84271704 1091.29786 171.812568 127.686887 

0.84682713 0.83005106 669.277535 84.2862874 104.031729 

0.93377483 0.85393672 972.79323 29.0584989 123.116262 

0.9205 0.9205 737.5055 38.134 67.7535 

0.84 0.8045 422.791 90.455 110.574 

0.9375 0.9375 642.2935 31.067 29.0735 

0.81245448 0.82738529 576.566642 115.528405 207.725783 

 

Table 7.6 Performance Evaluation for scene 4 

precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.8125 0.7865 509.3525 75.9605 167.8065 

0.864 0.8105 310.849 73.7605 70.307 

0.90008803 0.90008803 651.535211 76.0669014 55.5387324 

0.8705 0.8355 382.9435 57.879 78.3795 

0.8235 0.7815 344.132 75.1575 122.154 

0.9265 0.909 450.0475 49.3 41.1755 

0.9235 0.9235 499.615 37.002 37.11 

0.925 0.9125 502.5465 30.6915 40.8065 
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0.913 0.913 645.581 78.604 42.247 

0.835 0.835 411.963 127.734 170.0715 

 

Table 7.7 F-score based evaluation on scene 5 

precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.76868632 0.804 337.555 58.851 91.5535 

0.83992222 0.803 566.631 41.178 215.1915 

0.84118642 0.7635 396.7855 82.2965 135.577 

0.80120553 0.8015 385.5625 10.4205 94.0715 

0.81256524 0.8065 415.7585 43.443 234.244 

0.7698287 0.8035 389.767 70.926 156.2965 

0.84813033 0.831 563.1665 50.4565 199.917 

0.70317982 0.737 489.324 48.077 155.624 

0.87463966 0.825 326.342 42.677 83.504 

0.89133725 0.8745 495.8255 63.5065 121.952 

 

7.2.3.1.2 F-score based evaluation on simulated data 

The overall performance of the algorithm on real data sets is assessed by F-score evaluation 

method. The obtained results are presented in Tables 7.8 to 7.12  

Table 7.8 F-score evaluation for scene 1 of the simulated data 

precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.99800947 0.9435 372.7935 0.837 18.895 

0.99751787 0.9975 402.128 1.042 1.009 

0.74494304 0.838 424.568 123.217 319.2025 

0.73616729 0.831 420.0375 129.9315 334.808 

0.99652232 0.9965 403.6525 1.4715 1.388 

0.99701918 0.997 402.94 1.245 1.195 

0.99651609 0.9965 402.886 1.451 1.3335 

0.73947063 0.8345 425.4585 128.4545 325.4145 

0.73118243 0.8275 420.7275 134.2435 338.61 

0.99701896 0.997 402.323 1.26 1.216 
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Table 7.9 F-score evaluation for scene 2 of the simulated data 

precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.99732824 0.927 577.128 1.6375 50.975 

0.99732824 0.9275 577.6875 1.6375 50.625 

0.99732824 0.936 587.352 1.6375 44.675 

0.99701599 0.997 665.5105 1.9605 1.975 

0.99751908 0.9975 665.8875 1.6375 1.625 

0.99732824 0.92 569.4 1.6375 55.875 

0.99751908 0.9975 665.8875 1.6375 1.625 

0.99751908 0.9975 665.8875 1.6375 1.625 

0.99751908 0.9975 665.8875 1.6375 1.625 

0.99701599 0.997 665.5105 1.9605 1.975 

 

Table 7.10 F-score evaluation for scene 3 of the simulated data 

Precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.9815 0.9815 430.2335 4.5775 7.8655 

0.985 0.985 429.9245 4.374 6.4475 

0.9835 0.9835 427.442 4.885 6.636 

0.994 0.994 431.258 2.4355 2.453 

0.9835 0.9835 425.3805 4.5575 6.7075 

0.9945 0.9945 431.093 2.6345 2.123 

0.995 0.995 433.809 2.431 2.219 

0.992 0.992 432.1275 3.275 3.4515 

0.997 0.997 433.435 1.424 1.261 

0.9855 0.9855 429.517 4.1055 6.058 

 

Table 7.11 F-score evaluation for scene 4 of the simulated data 

Precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.99556691 0.892 442.1615 0.711 45.189 

0.99795264 0.988 502.904 0.971 5.057 

1 0.9895 502.1935 0 4.326 

0.99640011 0.9865 502.0105 1.4405 5.6215 

0.99850462 0.978 494.9675 0.795 8.976 

0.99900454 0.999 511.59 0.441 0.408 
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0.99401982 0.994 507.189 2.564 2.61 

0.99950113 0.98 495.119 0.2205 8.3 

0.99950114 0.9895 506.3435 0.2195 4.158 

0.99743472 0.988 500.591 1.1075 5.1145 

 

Table 7.12 F-score evaluation for scene 5 of the simulated data 

precision Recall TP FP FN 

0.99064346 0.9905 354.2695 4.1155 2.969 

0.9941042 0.994 353.648 2.304 2.1185 

0.9816641 0.9815 350.726 6.932 5.34 

0.99111434 0.991 352.944 3.788 2.8945 

0.98227494 0.982 353.64 6.998 5.1925 

0.9856833 0.9855 352.8485 5.4105 4.217 

0.98329886 0.983 349.665 6.733 4.999 

0.98326076 0.983 350.562 6.429 4.9645 

0.98725228 0.987 352.6045 5.5735 3.973 

0.98765373 0.9875 352.1975 4.9555 3.79 
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Chapter 8  

Conclusion 

In this thesis, we studied the extraction of planar surfaces from a set of 3D point clouds in indoor 

environments. In order to achieve this goal, we proposed a novel methodology consisting of 

three major parts; Classification, Planar cluster Estimation and RANSAC iterations. In the 

classification step, we introduced a novel weighing function for Normalized cut segmentation 

method.  

Classification is needed since RANSAC does not distinguish discontinuities in planes; two 

planes may lie in the same direction but RANSAC will recognize them as one slant surface. 

Moreover, RANSAC is based on maximum number of inliers; as result, if the density of the 

pointcloud is high in a non-planar structure which this could happen if the object has a lot of 

edges or due to reflections, RANSAC might detect the non-planar object as part of a plane. The 

third problem with using RANSAC without classification is determining the parameters for 

RANSAC iterations stopping criteria as well as the threshold for minimum number of inliers for 

each accepted plane. If the threshold is set to a big value, small planes would be lost while 

setting the threshold to a low value will cause the algorithm to fail in noisy environments since 

noise will be detected as planes. It is desirable to classify the point cloud into number of clusters 

and apply RANSAC on cluster which contains planar surfaces separately. This calls for applying 

a least square plane fitting to each cluster prior to applying RANSAC.  

The dataset used for validation of the proposed algorithm can be divided into two parts, the real 

world data and the Matlab simulated data. The real data world data was collected by moving the 

prime scene 3D sensor in 5 different indoor scenes and taking 10 sequential images from each 

scene. For the simulated data, five scenes were created in Matlab; for each scene 10 noise levels 

were selected. Together, the real world data with the simulated data form a data set of 100 

pointclouds. 

From the classification results, the Normalized cut using the new weighing function shows 

improvements to the original Normalized cut method. This is due to the original weighing 

function being insensible to the distribution of points with respect to the center of gravity in the 

point cloud. While, the improved weighing function is flexible and is adaptive according to its 

distance from the center of gravity.  

It can be inferred from Performance evaluation that the proposed method using enhanced Ncut 

outperforms the method when using K-means or Original Ncut.  
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APENDIX I 

. Prime sense 3D sensor 

Prime sense is an Israeli company which provides 3D sensing technology for Kinect. 

Kinect for Microsoft Xbox 360, is a “controller free hand gaming and entertainment experience ” 

by Microsoft for the Xbox360 video game platform. It allows the user to interact with the 

console through normal body gestures.  

Kinect is based on software developed by Prime Scene and range camera allowing interpretation 

of the 3D scene structure from a continuously projected infrared light [40].  

Prime sense sensor components 

 

Figure 2.1. A slide from Microsoft’s E3 Conference showing a diagram of technologies in Kinect 

As shown in figure 10.1[18], the Kinect sensor includes the following components: 

1. The 3-D depth sensors: the depth sensor consists of an infrared laser projector joined 

with a monochrome, CMOS sensor and allows the Kinect sensor to make 3D 

reconstruction under difficult light conditions. The sensor uses a depth mapping algorithm 

to determine the distance of objects to the camera [41]. 

2. RGB camera: this camera delivers three basic colors Red, Green, Blue. The RGB 

camera is used for face recognition and more [41]. 

3. Array microphones: A four microphone array with 24-bit analog to digital converter 

(ADC). Operates at sampling rate of 16 kHz. The four microphones help in localization of 

the sound source by acoustic source localization [41].  
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4. Motorized tilt: with an accelerometer meant for adjustment of the motor, it 

automatically tilts the sensor’s head up and down up to 27 degrees [41]. 

According to Microsoft the current version of Kinect is designed for gaming and similar 

applications. When using Kinect for experiments it is important to pay attention to specifications 

and playable ranges. 

Table 10.1 and Table 10.2 [41] feature Kinect’s technical specifications and sensor range 

provided by Microsoft in Kinect SDK manual. 

TABLE 10.1. Playable Ranges for the Kinect for Windows Sensor 

Sensor item Playable range 

Color and depth stream 4 to 11.5 feet (1.2 to 3.5 meters)  

Skeletal tracking 4 to 11.5 feet (1.2 to 3.5 meters)  

TABLE 10.2. Kinect sensor Array Specifications 

Sensor item Specification range 

Viewing angle 43° vertical by 57° horizontal field of view 

Mechanized tilt range (vertical) ±28°  

Frame rate (depth and color 

stream) 

30 frames per second (FPS) 

Resolution, depth stream QVGA (320 × 240)  

Resolution, color stream VGA (640 × 480)  

Audio format 16-kHz, 16-bit mono pulse code modulation (PCM) 

Audio input characteristics A four-microphone array with 24-bit analog-to-digital 

converter (ADC) and Kinect-resident signal processing 

such as acoustic echo cancellation and noise 

suppression 
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APENDIX II 

. Introduction to Unmanned Aerial vehicles 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is referred to aerial vehicles which operate without a pilot. 

UAV’s are widely used in military as well as civilian use, in situations where the risk of sending 

a human piloted aircraft is unacceptable or impractical.  

The primitive UAVs relied on mechanical gyroscope to maintain on track, usually flying on a 

straight line. Having consumed all the fuel, the UAV would then fall from the sky exploding on 

contact with the ground. With the advent of Radio communication, the UAVs were remotely 

controlled .with dawn of integrated circuits, more sophisticated UAVs were built, by using 

autopilots and making them smart. Modern UAVs are controlled with both autopilots and human 

controllers in the ground station [42]. 

Air-vehicle autonomy is a recently emerging field of technology whose aim is to allow for the 

UAV to make intelligent decisions without human intervention. In simple words, make them 

“smart” by deploying artificial intelligence such as neural network, machine learning, and vision. 

UAVs need to be able to carry out the following tasks in order to be referred to as autonomous 

[43]: 

 Sensor fusion: combine information of onboard sensors 

 Communications: communicate with ground station and also with different agents. 

 Path planning: establishing the best path to fly for a given mission based on sensor 

information 

 Motion planning: determining the ideal maneuver to fly on a given path. 

 Corporative tactics: formulating a sequence of activities with agents. 

 

UAVs have a very wide range of application from military to civil applications such as  

 Aerial Reconnaissance: UAVs task is to retrieve video of a remote location. The video 

can be streamed back to the control station in real time 

 Scientific research: in some cases scientific research is done in hazardous locations. The 

study of hurricanes is good example of such applications. 

 Logistics and Transportation: Helicopter type UAVs are suitable for this purpose [42], 

[43].  

Types of UAVs 

Types of UAVs are according to the different purposes they are designed for. United States air 

force categorizes UAVs in 4 groups [44]: 
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 Micro UAVs, extremely portable units. 

 Low altitude, long endurance UAVs. 

 High altitude, long endurance UAVs employing a conventional design. 

 High altitude, long endurance UAVs using a low observable design 
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Abstract—A novel planar surface extraction method is 

proposed for the indoor navigation of a micro-air vehicle (MAV). 

The method is tested on indoor point cloud data obtained by 3D 

PrimeSense based sensor. In order to validate the algorithm, a 

simulated model containing a set of planes has been constructed, 

with noise injected into the model. The results of the empirical 

evaluation suggest that the method performs well even in the 

presence of the noise and non-planar objects, suggesting that the 

method will be a viable one for use in MAV navigation in the 

presence of noisy sensor data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

HE Efficient extraction of surfaces from the environment 

is a fundamental requirement for robust robotic 

perception, although this is a challenging task and an active 

research area. It is important to extract only those parts of the 

environment that are most relevant in the application domain, 

so the data can be processed effectively and efficiently. 

Selective data extraction can also result in improvement of the 

overall robustness of the algorithms used in various crucial 

areas, including robotic navigation, manipulation, object 

recognition, and scene analysis, etc. The success or failure of 

the particular solution in these areas is dependent on the 

application domain as well as the robotic architecture due to 

the different demands posed by each domain [1] and the 

challenges posed by the nature of the maneuverability of the 

robot. In case of navigation of MAVs (Micro Aerial Vehicles) 

the challenges are quite different from those faced by ground 

robots, since MAVs require faster decision making with 

minimal onboard resources. From this perspective, it is very 

important to retrieve only the most important information 

from the raw data coming from sensors, and to process only 

the information that is most crucial to the application domain.  

In general, navigation solutions can be divided into two 

categories: (a) Map-based navigation and (b) Model-based 

navigation. The former has been applied in ground robotics for 

the past decade and is very robust when computational power 

is not an issue or decision making is not required so 

frequently. The approach is to build a map of the environment 

and update it continuously. The resulting maps are very good 

for path planning and for supporting cognitive abilities of 

robots, but they require lot of computation and hence slower 

decision making since the refresh rate of a map is dependent 

on the scan rates of sensors. Recently, applying such methods  

 

 

 

 

 

for navigation has been a trend in flying robots. In [2] a  

decentralized approach to map building is proposed in which 

one node utilizes a shared map from other nodes. It was  

observed that this method works well unless one node has a 

higher error rate than the others, in which case the error rate is 

reduced for other nodes while it increases for the node itself. 

Another map based technique was employed in [3] using a 

stereo vision camera system and a laser scanner. Obstacle 

avoidance in such systems is vulnerable since it is dependent 

on the scan rate of the laser sensor. A good utilization of maps 

for navigation is achieved by building occupancy grids for 

obstacle avoidance. In this context a Multi Volume Occupancy 

grid (MVOG) is an efficient method which divides the 3D 

space into occupied and vacant space [4].  

In contrast to map-based navigation methods, model-based 

methods utilize primitive shape models that are common in the 

environment, or grab the structure that is generated from 

motion. In 2D visual navigation, a lot of work has been 

performed using optical flow for navigation of MAVs because 

of its simplicity and resemblance to biological vision systems 

of insects [5, 6]. In [7] a hybrid approach has been proposed 

that combines 2D video information from a camera and 

position information from a laser scanner. The Structure From 

Motion (SFM) was obtained from video camera images and 

the information was fused with GPS and inertial sensors in 

order to improve the accuracy of navigation. The extraction of 

most primitive features (e.g. plane, cone, sphere, and torus) is 

another efficient method that can be used for robust navigation 

of MAVs [8].  

In the work reported in this paper, we intend to extract 

planar structures from the environment, since these are the 

most common ingredient in the man-made structures. Surfaces 

are extracted from the point cloud by segmenting it into 

clusters using Normalized Cuts [9] with an improved 

association function. The complete detail of the algorithm is 

described in the next section. The resulted planes will be used 

in ongoing work for the estimation of MAV location in the 

point cloud of an indoor scene. 

This article is organized as follows:  Section II provides 

details of the proposed algorithm. In Section III the 

architecture of the target MAV platform is described. 

Experimental results are presented in section IV and section V 

presents our conclusions.  

Planar Surface Extraction from the Point cloud for the 

Autonomous Navigation of Micro-Air Vehicle 

Rafid Siddiqui*, Mohammad Havaei*, Siamak Khatibi*, Craig Lindley* 

*Blekinge Institute of Technology, 37179 Karlskrona Sweden. 
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II. METHODOLOGY  

In this section, the methodology used for extracting the 

planar surfaces from the environment is described. First there 

is a brief description of NCut and then the improved weighting 

function is presented that is used in the study. The algorithm is 

given in the later part of the section. 

A. Normalized Cuts 

The segmentation of a point cloud can be modeled as a 

graph partitioning problem. Each point in 3D space is modeled 

as a node Vi and an edge Eij is formed by connecting two 

nodes in a weighted undirected graph G(V,E). The weight for 

each edge represents the distance from one point to the other 

point in a pair. This represents a function of similarity between 

the nodes/points. We want to segment the point cloud into 

disjoint set of points or clusters V1, V2, V3,…,Vm such that the 

similarity of nodes in Vi is maximized and similarity across the 

nodes of Vj is minimized. According to the NC (Normalized 

Cut) algorithm, the optimal bipartition of a graph into two sub-

groups A and B is obtained by minimizing the Ncut value as 

follows: 
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where cut(A,B) = ∑  (   )(       )  represent the 

dissimilarity between A and B and w(i, j) is the similarity 

between the node i and j. assoc(A,V) is the total connection 

from node A to all the other nodes and assoc(B,V) is the total 

connection from node B to all other nodes. Let x be an N=|V| 

dimensional vector for a partition that divides graph V into 

two sets A and B such that xi = 1 if i is in A and -1 otherwise. 

Let di = ∑  (   )  be the total connections from node i to all 

other nodes. According to [9] an approximate discrete solution 

to minimize Ncut(A,B) can be obtained by solving the 

following equation: 
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Where D= diag(d1, d2, d3,…,dn), di = ∑  (   ) , W = [wij], and 

y = (1+x) – (1-x) 
∑       

∑       
⁄ . Using  y    (2) can be 

solved by the general Eigen value system: 
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B.  Planar Dissimilarity 

The core of NCut is the representation of the association 

among the points. This is done using a weighting function 

describing the similarity/dissimilarity of the data. As 

mentioned in [9], this function is application specific; hence it 

needs to be modified in order to work on the target point cloud 

data. The association function in its original form representing 

the weights for each edge is given by [9]: 
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where    is the distance from node i to node j and   is the 

scale factor taken as 5-10 percent of the maximum distance in 

the original work. After analyzing the histograms of distances 

for some points it becomes clear that ‘w’ needs to give more 

weight to the closer points than the points that are far away. 

This requires a modified association function with adaptive 

for each node. Sample histograms showing the distances 

from a point to all other points are depicted in the figure 1.  

In order to deform ‘w’ in such a way that it can emphasize 

closer points more than ones that are far away, a deformed ‘w’ 

is used. This improves the effect of minimization in the Ncut 

technique. The new weighting function with median µ taken 

as the center of gravity of each node is given in the (5). 

 

(5)          
 (

 (     )
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where  kwith ‘k=0.25’ is used in this study. This makes 

adaptive for each node, which helps in reshaping the 

weighting function according to the input data. 

 
Figure 1: Some sample graph nodes with center of gravity.  

C. Surface Estimation 

In this section we describe the process of estimating the 

planarity of each cluster. For ‘K’ clusters obtained by NCut 

we identify those clusters that have a planar tendency. In 

order to achieve this, Least-Square Plane (LSP) fit is 

applied to the normals of the data points. Suppose the 

normal of the LSP is   ⃗⃗  ⃗  (        ) and the error 

associated with plane fitting is   √∑     
 
    where ‘N’ 

is the number of points in the cluster and di is the distance 

of the point p(xi, yi, zi) and the plane. The minimization of 

the error can then be done by using Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) of the following matrix ‘S’: 
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where    (               ) with   

(  )
    (  )

    (  )
  being the x, y and z coordinates 

of the point normal of the data and µ=( µx, µy,, µz,)
T
 is the 

centroid of the data normals. The eigenvectors with Eigen 

values λ1, λ2,… λN, are then calculated. The normal vector 

  ⃗⃗  ⃗can be equated with the Eigenvector with the minimum 

eigenvalue and the plane fit error can be equated with 

√       . The value of E gives a fast estimate of whether a 

given cluster is planar or not. If E ≤ then the cluster is 

considered to be planar, where is taken sufficiently close 

to zero. 

D. Post Processing 

The planar clusters can have some part of the noise that 

passes through the plane extraction threshold. As it can be 

seen in the figure 5(c).These scattered noisy points in the 

planar clusters should be removed so that they might not 

affect later processing. . In order to remove these points, a 

local variance based pruning method is implied. Each point 

is classified as data or noise based on its spread from the ‘k’ 

nearest neighbors. The result of this pruning method is 

shown in the figure 5 (e). 

 

E. Planar Surface Extraction Procedure 

In this section we describe our novel PLASE(PLAnar 

Surface Extractor) method. In order to construct planar 

surfaces from the point cloud, the cloud is segmented using 

Normalized Cuts [9] with the modified weighting function for 

the target context as described in the previous section. Each 

cluster is processed for identification of its planarity nature 

and candidate clusters are obtained. This planar data is filtered 

for possible noise, which then would provide the input to 

RANSAC (RANdom Sample Consensus) that would fit a 

planar model within the selected clusters although application 

of RANSAC is not being done in this study. 

 Set k=2 

 While(true) 

 Extract ‘k’ clusters Ci for i=1,2,…k 

 For each Ci form a set of planar segments P 

= {C1, C2,…, Cm} such that Ei < where m ≤ 

k. 

 Apply post processing filteration for each Pj 

j=1,2,…,m in order to remove the noisy data 

points. 

 s = sk+1 –sk where sk = ∑var(Ci) 

 If(s ≤ t) terminate else k = k+1 

III. SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

The proposed algorithm is designed to be used on a MAV 

platform that has been customized as part of the study. The 

MAV system consists of 6-rotor copter with obstacle 

avoidance and vision processing capabilities. The 

architecture of the system is depicted in figure 3. A 

PrimeSense 3D camera has been mounted on the MAV to 

provide point cloud data. An on-board CPU with 1.3GHz 

processing speed is responsible for the vision processing 

tasks. Lower level obstacle avoidance is performed by a 

microcontroller that is responsible for generation of he 

control signals to the MAV’s flight controller. The 

microcontroller uses input from 6 ultrasonic sensors chained 

together to generate the appropriate control (Yaw, Pitch, 

Roll) commands to change the state of the MAV.  

 

  
Figure 2: Architecture of the MAV platform 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The proposed algorithm is applied on a set of point cloud 

data obtained from a 3D PrimeSense camera and the results 

are visualized. The results of clustering with original and 

improved weighing functions and planar surface extraction 

from an indoor scene can be seen in figure 3. The clustering 

result has been improved by the use of Wp which enhances the 

cuts in the graph of the nodes. Adaptivity in the calculation 

helps to better represent the locality of each node and hence 

ensures the relative cluster spread. This also makes the method 

invariant to changes in data due to view point change or sensor 

noise, although it has been observed that the association 

function is not invariant across different scales of the data. In 

this study, each point cloud is down sampled to the same 

degree and hence every point cloud has the same data size. 

  In order to validate the algorithm, a simulation model 

containing a set of planes and noise has been constructed. The 

planar point cloud model data is injected with Gaussian noise 

and some random structures to mimic the natural scene as 

shown in figure 4. This point cloud model is used to generate 

various indoor scenes containing different numbers of planes 

and noisy objects, and the performance of the algorithm is 

measured. The scenes created from the model along with their 

respective results can be visualized in the figure 5. 
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(a)                            (b)                           

 
      (c)                (d) 

  
(e)                            (f)                           

  
      (g)                (h) 

 
Figure 3: (a)-(d) clustering of an indoor scene using ‘Wp’, ‘W’ and Plane 

extraction result. (e)-(h) Results from another scene. 

 

 
Figure 4: A simulation model of the environment. 

 

  
(a)                                         (b) 

                        
        (c)                                             (d) 

                                   
        (e)                                             (f) 

 
Figure 5:  (a)-(b) clustering using simulated scenes. (c)-(d) Plane 

extraction result on different scenes, (e)-(f) Result of pruning.. 

 

For each Pj  j=1,2,…,m cluster that results from the 

application of the algorithm, an error rate j is measured that 

reflects the clustering performance of the proposed method 

over multiple scenes. Each cluster of the ground truth is 

assigned to a class that is most frequent in the resultant cluster. 

Then the error rate of this assignment is measured by counting 

the number of correctly assigned points: 

 

(7)       (   )    [
 

 
∑     |      | ]   

 

where                  is the set of clusters and 

                 is the set of classes.  

 The error for every scene is calculated 10 times with 

different spread of the noise each time and the average error 

for each scene is taken. The evaluation results of each scene 

with different weighting functions are depicted in the table 1. 

This reflects the average error rate over multiple runs of the 

same scene with varying noise () density of the scene. The 

effect of sigma on error rate for each scene is depicted in the 

figure 8 in Appendix A.   

The precision and recall are widely used performance 

metrics for evaluating the correctness of a detection algorithm. 

They can be considered as an extended version of accuracy 

that is a simple metric which computes the fraction of 

instances for which correct result is obtained. In order to 

compute the precision and recall of the proposed system, 

labels for a given point is divided into two classes: planes and, 

non-planes or noise. Recall is then computed as the fraction of 

correctly classified points as planes among all points that 
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actually belong to the planar class. While precision is the 

fraction of correctly classified planar points among those that 

the algorithm believes to belong to the planar class. The 

relationship of precision and recall can be observed in the 

figure 6. A high recall means that we haven’t missed any 

plane in the scene but we might have unwanted points in the 

planar clusters. High precision means that everything detected 

was planar but we might not have covered all the planar 

points. Formally, the precision for a given class is the ratio of 

number of true positive to the total number of elements 

labeled as belonging to the planar class. Recall in this context 

can be defined as the ratio of true positives to the total number 

of elements that actually belong to planar class. So, the 

precision and recall of the system can be written as following: 

 

(8)         
  

       ,   
  

                    

 

where     is the number of planar points that are correctly 

classified as planes and     is the number of non-planar points 

that are classified as planes. Whereas the    is the number of 

planar points that are classified as  non-planes.  

 

 
 

Figure 6: Plane: blue triangle, Noise: grey triangle,    : green polygon in blue 

triangle,   :red polygon in grey triangle,     : green points in grey 

triangle,   :red points in blue triangle, Precision: vertical arrow, Recall: 

horizontal arrow.  

 

 A measure that combines the precision and recall is called 

harmonic mean or the F-measure. We used F-score as a 

combined measure in order to calculate the plane extraction 

performance of the algorithm.  The general Fα measure can be 

given as following: 

 

 (9)         α  
(  α )    

α     
          

 

Where α is the weight of precision to recall. F1 is the 

balanced F-score because precision and recall are equally 

weighted.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 1: Performances of the algorithm in segmenting and extracting planar 

surfaces from simulated scenes. 

Scene Avg Clustering Error () PLASE(PLAnar 

Surface Extractor) 

   
(    )    

      
   

(    ) 

       

(   ) 
       

F0.5 F1 F2 

1 0.25 0.44 0.93 0.87 0.82 

2 0.12 0.46 0.86 0.86 0.87 

3 0.03 0.38 0.97 0.95 0.94 

4 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.36 0.30 

5 0.05 0.37 0.85 0.80 0.77 

 
Figure 7: Performance of planar surface extraction. 

 

The results indicate the tendency of the algorithm for 

successfully finding planes in the environment even in the 

presence of noise and other non-planar objects. The proposed 

plane extraction method is able to classify the scenes 

consisting of planar surfaces with good precision, as reflected 

in the combined performance measure (i.e. F-score). 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

In this study we proposed a novel plane extraction method 

(PLASE) that can be used to localize a MAV in an indoor 

environment. The results suggest that this method performs 

well even in the presence of noise and non-planar objects, and 

that it should be effective for indoor navigation of a MAV. 

The performance of the algorithm is dependent on the success 

of the individual steps, which means that wrongly segmented 

data can lead to bad planes. This can be a potential problem 

that could be overcome by using adaptive clustering in NCut. 

Due to time constraints, a simple iterative cluster number 

estimation method was used; this will be improved in future 

work.  

 The method is implemented in MATLAB and is not real 

time; the method will be re-implemented in C and for the 

MAV platform as part of the future work.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Effect of Noise on clustering performance using different weight functions (W,Wp) for each scene. 
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